LEGAL DISCLAIMER
The information provided in this white paper of TOPSS may not be comprehensive and does not indicate
any contractual arrangement. This paper is for knowledge purposes only and does not represent and
therefore does not imply an offering of securities or any other financial or investment instrument in any
jurisdiction. Any reader should be warned that purchases of TOPSS can involve significant risks. The white
paper in English is the main and only official source of knowledge on the TOPSS project. The knowledge
provided herein can be translated into other languages and used in a range of channels. In the event of
anomalies between any translations or correspondence and the official English-language white paper, the
provisions of the original English-language document concerned shall have primary standing and
Prevalence. Please read our Terms and Conditions for more detail. TOPSS tokens talk about major features
in digital ecosystem. It fulfils functionality of token utility, and enhanced blockchain platform.
TOPSS Coins shall not and cannot be offered, bought, or sold for benefit. TOPSS not and cannot offer
guarantees and disclaims all liabilities for the fulfilment of the above conditions. It is the duty of the
potential participant or contributor to ensuring that involvement in any of the sales is not prohibited under
the prevailing laws of the country of origin or citizenship of any such participant or contributor.

ABSTRACT
This paper offers a practical and innovative long-term vision of promising drives in progress to improve the
energy profile of SOL and other cryptographic forms of money and speed up the shift to a reasonable
blockchain area. Our network connects directly into the digital economy with the opportunity to sustain and
grow. This paper provides a realistic and unique vision for the future of payment gateways based on crypto
token to handle increasingly complicated and enticing money world. It can be difficult for users to accept
cryptocurrency due to price fluctuation and complicated payment methods even if cryptocurrency is
introduced to the real economy. To prove blockchain’s value and to introduce & utilize cryptocurrencybased finance service. Actively, we need a new service model that is different from the legacy model, TOPSS
enables to use convenient and rapid payment service anytime and anywhere with all digital asset including
cryptocurrency, PAYTM OR ANY UPI ID connected with crypto interface TOPSS is an open payment system
for every main agent of economic systems such as government organization, finance company, mediumsized company, retail shop, distribution company and even a common man. Blockchain will provide a realtime solution for Billing, Settlement, and Payment problems TOPSS attempts to assemble another
movement biological system stage that covers the whole business, from tagging to inn appointments.
TOPSS, a movement stage that can be utilized in numerous nations, offers benefits that permit explorers to
travel, appreciate, and appreciate the experience of being straightforward, sound, simple, and secure.
TOPSS will be based on the Blockchain so everybody can share the administrations and avail discount
benefits on usage of same.

OUR GOAL
Many aspects of society are not fully understood in the context of their capabilities and technological
advancements; we want to transform it by supporting and demonstrating that there can be great people in
the crypto world who integrate the best of the Blockchain Industry for the community.

ABOUT US
TOPSS's emerging service platform is intended for the people who handle the force of Blockchain guarantee
and need to be a part of the development. With lightning-quick service, world class medical benefit, and
industry-thriving crypto payment gateway security solution, we've made a trade to lead this progressive
innovation.

VISION
The TOPSS team strives to inspire a significant proportion of investors to help make Topss a bridge
connecting the SOL technology to sustainability.
Let’s take a step ahead with Topss to make industry more secure with traceable payment. The estimate
stability of past 12,000 years has come to end and around the world we are suffering from impact. We not
only plan to provide the solid, transparent and encrypted ledger system which is impossible to decipher but
we also come with full proof plan to combat the ongoing problems.
Blockchain technology, a marvel in the digital economy, has the potential to reverberate throughout every
industry and enterprise. Even in its infancy, Blockchain has already proven to be the most promising
technology, with the ability to alter industries as diverse as travel and tourism. The star project in the area
is dedicated to redefining the online travel market through blockchain technology. Nobody can deny that
technology and travel are a winning mix nowadays. This united force is also important in the way we travel:
from the vacation place we choose to the kind of transportation we use and make it
 Vastly decentralized
 Reliable, secure and simplified
 Cost Efficient and fast gaming paradigm for the modern technology

WHAT IS BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY?
A blockchain is a decentralized ledger that records all transactions that take place on a peer-to-peer
network. People involved can validate transactions while using technology with no need for a trusted
centralized authority. Future applications include fund transfers, trade settlement, voting, and a variety of
other concerns. Blockchain, also known as Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT), uses decentralization and
crypto algorithms hashing to allow the history of any digital asset unalterable and transparent.

Blockchain’s Advantages

• Increased Transparency
• Permanent Ledger
• Cost-Effective
• Accuracy
• Secure
• Decentralized Nature

CRYPTOCURRENCIES: BLOCKCHAIN’s TECHNOLOGICAL RISE
The most well-known application of blockchain is in cryptocurrencies. Cryptocurrencies are digital
currencies (or tokens) that can be used to purchase goods and services, such as Solana, Bitcoin, Ethereum,
or Litecoin. Crypto, like a digital form of money, is used to purchase anything from the meal to your next
home. It has no intrinsic value, no physical form, and its supply is not determined by the bank. There are
approximately 6,700 cryptocurrencies in the world, with a total market cap of about $1.6 trillion, These
tokens have grown in popularity in recent years, because each cryptocurrency has its own irrefutable
identifiable number that is linked to one owner, the security of blockchain makes fraud much more
challenging. Crypto eliminates any need for individual currencies and central banks- Using blockchain,
crypto can be sent to anybody anywhere in the world without the need for currency exchange or intrusion
from financial institutions. A number of notable developments in the field of cryptocurrencies have
occurred, some of which are listed below:
• Goldman Sachs announced the availability of Bitcoin funds to its wealthy clients, accelerating the
organizational implementation of virtual currency. Through a modern Digital Assets Group inside its private
wealth management division, the investment bank will soon aid wealthy clients in investing in
cryptocurrency.
• Large corporations are increasingly looking at the possibility of a blockchain-based digital currency for
payments. Tesla popularly reported in February 2021 that it would invest $1.5 billion in Bitcoin and
acknowledge it as payment for its vehicles.
• PayPal announced that it has commenced letting US customers use their cryptocurrency holdings to pay

millions of its online merchants globally. As a matter of fact, customers who have cryptocurrencies in their
PayPal digital wallets would be eligible for using their assets to make purchases at the checkout.

SOLANA TECHNOLOGY
Solana is a decentralized protocol for building DApp with a reported throughput of 65,000 transactions per
second (TPS) thanks to its distributed computing system.
Unlike most protocols that run with the Proof of Stake (PoS) or Proof of Work (PoW) mechanism, Solana
uses the Proof of History (PoH) – a new cryptographic mechanism that amplifies scalability while maintaining
network security.
Solana is among the few layer-one solutions capable of supporting thousands of transactions per second
without having to implement second layers or off-chains.

Solana’s Key Technologies
Proof of History, a Cryptographic Clock
Think about it as a cryptographic clock that gives a timestamp to every transaction in the network along
with the data structure, which can be a simple append of data.
PoH relies on Proof of Stake, using the Tower BFT algorithm for consensus, which functions like an additional
tool to verify transactions. At its core, PoH is a high-frequency Verifiable Delay Function (VDF).
A VDF is a triple function (Setup, Evaluation, and Verification) to produce a unique and trustable output. It
maintains order in the network by proving block producers have waited a sufficient amount of time so the
network can move forward.
In Solana’s case, it uses SHA256 (Secure Hash Algorithm 256-bit) – a set of patented cryptographic functions
that outputs a value 256 bits long (which is also the one Bitcoin uses). The Solana network periodically
samples the count and hashes of the SHA256, providing real-time data instructed by the set of hashes
included on CPUs.
Validators can use this sequence of hashes to record a specific piece of data created before a particular hash
index is generated. The timestamp for transactions is generated once this piece of data is inserted.
Solana claims to reach a throughput of 65,000 TPS, with an average block time of 400 milliseconds and an
average transaction fee of 0.000005 SOL (Solana’s native token). To achieve these numbers, all validators
on the network have a cryptographic clock to keep track of events instead of waiting for other nodes to
verify transactions.

TOWER BFT
Tower BFT is an optimized version of the Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance (PBFT) protocol that keeps the
network secure and running. This mechanism is Solana’s underlying consensus that leverages the PoH
cryptographic clock. Tower BFT addresses certain problems like the cost of rollbacks, different ASIC speeds
between nodes, or the risk associated with reward-based votes.

Turbine
Turbine is a block propagation protocol that leverages the network by breaking data down into packets
distributed with a small amount of bandwidth, allowing nodes to perform better using less power.

Clusters
Clusters are groups of validators with different purposes, but their main task is to work together by serving
client transactions. According to Solana, Clusters may coexist, and when two clusters share a common
genesis block, they attempt to converge.

Gulf Stream
The Gulf Stream refers to Solana’s me pool-less forwarding protocol. A me pool is a cryptocurrency node’s
mechanism for storing unconfirmed transactions before they are added to the blockchain.

Pipelining
Pipelining is a multiple transaction processing unit that creates different stages for every CPU to finish its
task. This technique is commonly used in CPU design.
Despite its drawdowns, Solana is a high-performance blockchain that grabbed the attention of the
community. It has the backing of some of the best-known names in the industry and, despite some of its
challenges, appears to be on the right track of growing. In a short period of time, Solana became one of
the most used platforms for various DeFi applications and was at the centre of the boom in 2022.

KEY TECHNOLOGIES
TOPSS will be based on SOL token. It includes Wallet interfaces, decentralized applications using tokens to
provide the support. This token is used for Smart Contracts on SOLANA Technology for its implementation
on blockchain.
TOKENS
Tokens can usually be bought with cash or cryptocurrencies, like Sol Tokens can be stored in crypto-wallets
with cryptocurrencies until they are needed. The same underlying blockchain technology guarantees that
tokens cannot be used fraudulently or duplicated and minimizes transaction costs.
PAYMENT PLATFORM
Real time payment on blockchain is the future. TOPSS enables multiplayer finance in a structured manner.
Token Market works on a larger scale with any blockchain-based enterprise or entity that wants to collect
funds for projects through a token.
WALLETS
If you are using Sol token, you must have compatible digital wallet. Compliance is necessary. It supports
ether currency, ruling out the issues.
SMART CONTRACTS
Tokens can be sent to the Smart Contracts directly for security, and transparency.
CRYPTO CARDS
Build a payment gateway all over the word so that consumer can pay through the fiat wallet connected with
Topss which makes the process fast.

MODERN EVOLUTION OF CRYPTO UTILITIES
Supporters have downplayed the energy consumption of cryptocurrencies, claiming that mining operations
tend to concentrate around areas with surplus renewable in conjunction with renewable energy and
storage is especially well suited to accelerate the energy transition. This work is merely the beginning of a
fruitful exploration of solutions that help usher in an abundant, clean energy future. Solar is now the least
expensive energy sources in the world, but are hitting deployment bottlenecks primarily because of their
intermittent power supply and grid congestion. It is a flexible load option could potentially help solve much
of these intermittency and congestion problems, allowing grids to deploy substantially more renewable
energy.

INFLUENCE OF CRYPTOCURRENCY
So what is the industry? It's difficult restricted to just remaining and appreciating the landscape, however it
is generally perceived as being spread all through the customer business, including convenience, food,
shopping, transportation, culture, sports, relaxation and nearby exceptional industries. The travel industry
is changing the existences of millions of individuals through monetary development, work creation, and
neediness mitigation. The travel industry and the travel industry, in spite of the worldwide international
vulnerability and monetary vacillations. , blockchain will help close the “gaps” made by different payment
systems. Tourists even don’t need to do shopping with cryptocurrency, but simply to exchange the fiat
money into digital currency and Topss aim to provide solutions for these situations. The great potential of
the blockchain technology helps improving business processes: develop loyalty programs, reducing
transaction costs, helping airlines better track bags and monitor their supply chains and perhaps even easing
the lines at immigration checkpoints.

NEED OF E COMMERCE PLATFORM
Telling a tale is the most effective approach to make a point. Let's start with Matteo's storey. Matteo is the
owner of an electronics business in Northeast Italy. He assumed he was sending money to a trusted supply
partner in China, but fraudsters intercepted both Matteo's and the Chinese partner's email addresses. Later,
e-mail spoofing was used to deceive the recipient about the message's origin. Due to a fictitious audit, such
fraudulent e-mails would instruct purchasing corporations to wire money to a new bank account. Such bank
accounts, on the other hand, belong to scammers. Not the suppliers Matteo nearly lost all of his money and
business funds simply because he found ordinary emails and PDF orders to be simple to utilise and trust.
Following a terrible chain of events, a quick examination of the spoofed emails' metadata revealed that they
were sent from Nigeria, not China. Matteo couldn't say anything since he was dumbfounded. Companies in
legitimate business relationships might be targeted in this scam, becoming unwitting victims of email
hacking scammers. Because the acquiring firm was duped into wiring money to the fraudster's bank
account, the supplier may first ship out the properly purchased products before never receiving payment.
Or the purchasing firm may make a payment and then never receive the ordered items (because the
payment is never received by the supply company). Internet dangers are an ever-increasing problem that is
being tackled with ever-more sophisticated and complex tools and strategies. The email scam of the phoney
IBAN (Man in the Email) is quite old and is primarily dependent on social engineering, or the capacity to
persuade people that something isn't true. Unfortunately, this is just one of many hazards that a Secure B2C
e-commerce platform can help you prevent. When most people think of e-commerce, they think of Amazon,
the online bookstore that surprised everyone by taking on the world's largest merchants. However, ecommerce isn't just about Amazon; there's a lot more!

EVOLUTION OF BLOCKCHAIN IN E COMMERCE
B2C (business-to-consumer) e-commerce (The Past) Organizations have been using EDI to perform business
transactions electronically since the 1980s. Sending and receiving orders, invoicing, and shipping notices are
examples of these transactions. EDI is a means of extending the computational capacity of an organisation
beyond its physical limits. However, because of the enormous cost of network setup and maintenance, this
strategy is absolutely out of reach for small and medium-sized organisations. Furthermore, the system is
fairly inflexible, as adding a new vendor to the network would entail significant expenses and reorganisation.
B2C (business-to-consumer) e-commerce the internet (The Present) with the arrival of the Internet,
businesses of all sizes were able to communicate with one another electronically and at a low cost.
Depending on whether they were a manufacturer or a supplier, companies may choose from a variety of
options. While this strategy alleviated many of the difficulties of the first generation, it also brought a lot of
fragmentation and complexity, which inevitably led to cost increases and the complete lack of a uniform
standard, which was ironically the only positive aspect of the first generation of ecommerce. B2C ecommerce Blockchain is a distributed ledger technology (the future) we aspire to build the next generation
of B2C e-commerce platform, where the majority of the complexity and all of the requirements for
performing ecommerce in a simple, secure, and cost-effective manner can be handled on the blockchain in
a decentralised manner without the need to trust anyone. We intend to use the Blockchain to establish a
new distributed decentralized inexpensive and trust less next-generation "EDI.

The Basic Problems of the E-Commerce utility Industry
To characterize the issues of the business, how about we analyse the partners in a traditional biological
system. Presently in the framework, we have Airlines, Hotel Wholesalers, Cruise Operators, and Railway
Operating Companies as resource suppliers – a resource being a ticket or a booking – and we have Travel
Agencies, Corporate, and Individual clients as shoppers of this resource. Furthermore, the resource is given
and burned through the supplier's own exclusive framework. The issues start with where and how the
information of the item is made and when, how, and to whom that item is sold and devoured. To clarify
further, how about we start with issues identified with the actual information.

Data Structure
There are bunches of various Passenger Service Systems (PSS) where aircraft make and sell their stock.
Practically every one of the frameworks are deductions of old paper-based frameworks. These frameworks
are bound to comparable restrictions in light of the fact that, regardless of whether there is space for
development, by plan, the current biological system authorizes these impediments. The move from paperbased aircraft passes to electronic tickets occurred over a 15-year time frame somewhere in the range of
1994 and 2009. Indeed, even now, the e-ticket contains just the fundamental information about our tickets
and it's anything but configurable or noteworthy, as it is information. Other transportation models followed
after accordingly however of course it is a similar essential information. The ticket ought to be something
other than a show of flight data. It should be adaptable or even customize for a voyager's necessities and
inclinations. It should incorporate the principles of returning or changing dates that ought to likewise be
determined activities and callable naturally, without requiring a human cooperation. This must be
accomplished with an underlying difference in the information. These issues can likewise be received for
train or voyage tickets or in any event, for inn reservations or vehicle rentals, where the absence of
normalization is the primary qualification from carrier tickets. There is more space for development.

Sticky Ticket Problem
At any point had a day when you had an outing arranged only for it to be dropped without a second to
spare and you had somebody 9/27nearby that would be a reasonable swap for you yet you were unable to
move your ticket and you needed to purchase another one for that individual and return yours? This is only
one illustration of the inadequacy of the heritage frameworks which are available to additional
improvement. Most Airline PSS's couldn't do the progressions without human connection and you couldn't
simply move your pass to whatever other individual that would have the option to fly rather than you. Most
current PSS's are not appropriate for this sort of progress and couldn't follow the responsibility for ticket
because of safety reasons. A comparative circumstance can be applied to rail line or voyage tickets, vehicle
recruits, and inn reservations where their regarded the board programming projects are in a similar
circumstance. What sort of programming would we require just to change the responsibility for whole work
excursion we arranged from aircraft passes to vehicle rental and inn reservations, such as moving contact
data over a cell phone? These and numerous different models are boundaries to the utilization of
information in current frameworks. This additionally features the particular issue of information: the
character.

An Identity
"Who will be who" is an issue not on the grounds that the personality is required for confirmation but since
really distinguishing the client would change the "client's excursion" all through the framework. Is the John
Milton purchasing a ticket now to Istanbul a similar John Milton who purchased a ticket last week to New
York? Or then again would he say he is the person who reserved the spot to Dubai through an office? There
are a few identifiers like identification number or a cellphone number, yet these can't guarantee
uniqueness of a client as these are available to mistake as well as change. The given data can likewise be
distorted. Organizations attempt to tackle this issue by empowering a login through their site or with a
dependability program. This, notwithstanding, is certifiably not a shared factor for all and not as generally
utilized depending on the situation. Once in a while organizations give this information in any case, once
more, this isn't generally solid. As the organizations accumulate this data they keep a major pool of
enormous information, however few get an opportunity to take advantage of this pool. A definitive
utilization of this information would be the customization of the movement resource. We should take a
gander at some business issues that suppliers and organizations face.

Business Problems
On the business side of things, there is a normal model that emerges for basically the whole of the social
events in the development business. As the action keeps going, the providers make their assets from their
prohibitive system and the obligation regarding asset is portrayed at the hour of offer. By then, a credit
line is recorded between the provider and the workplace being alluded to. As we explained in the past
region, the openness of the asset is overseen in GDS's or direct transport channels anyway the credit line
10/27here is the crucial avocation essentially all of the things spread out underneath. For example; when
a flight ticket is given merging two unmistakable airplanes with a stop in transit, the money from the seller
association is assembled and scattered to relating transporters by IATA. Inefficient Reconciliation Process
In any case, this present reality is substantially more perplexing from multiple points of view. As a matter
of first importance, the organization typically works with more than one supplier, and the suppliers
additionally work with more than one office. We accept that blockchain innovation and computerized
monetary standards will in the long run tackle the exchange expense issue. To make it a stride further, we
will reform how the movement item is characterized and burned-through while giving an ongoing answer
for BSP.

TOPSS PLATFORM - Crypto payment gateway solutions - for the first time ever TOPSS is providing the
solution of crypto payment gateway with blockchain securities the emerging technology.
It was made for all individuals who are occupied with the movement business or getting ready to travel.
TOPSS Platform will give a joint advertising and administration linkage business to give different
administration cooperation and benefit appropriation freedoms to all movement industry labourers and will
be a stage business that can give the trust. TOPSS Platform is a movement nature gateway and providers live
respectively.

TOPSS -CONNECTING ecommerce WITH utility
Looking at these TOPSS aims to connect both worlds. This blockchain innovation is being applied to the
critical piece of the movement administration.
The eight most significant regions are:
1) Straightforwardness of Payment: Blockchain things cannot be changed voluntarily. The progression
of merchandise traveling through the movement life cycle is intended to guarantee that everybody
is straightforward and genuinely visible, and that the commission segment can be circulated
precisely.
2) Instalment Contract: Shrewd Contract is utilized to buy all movement items. These instalment
contracts are naturally applied to materials for time reserve funds, security, reasonableness, and
future POI mining utilizing blockchain innovation.
3) Instalment Reward: Utilizing the blockchain innovation, you can consequently work the
recuperation framework dependent on the preferences also, despises. We will apply this to all
movement products merchants and clients, subsequently actuating dynamic stage use.
4) Misrepresentation Prevention: Our blockchain innovation recognizes extortion rapidly, on the
grounds that solitary changes to hubs are rapidly recognized. This makes the movement the board
cycle a lot more secure and more dependable.
5) Character Protection: The voyager's personality can be put away and utilized in different exchanges.
This permits accomplice organizations to give more customized data to their clients.
6) Data Protection Using IOT: Blockchain innovation associates with the Internet of Things. Utilizing this
innovation in the movement business, you can follow numerous resources at the air terminal, like
travellers’ stuff.
7) Forestall Overbooking: Twofold reserving issues can be dispensed with in the movement business
because of the capacity of blockchain innovation to abstain from twofold spending and give a
significant degree of straightforwardness.
8) Benefit: High utility cryptocurrency, large markets accessible, Creation of crypto lifestyle Benefits
of token system paving an innovative way for travel.

E-commerce reigns supreme in the digital age. However, this rapidly expanding market faces a number of
significant obstacles.

LOYALTY TO CUSTOMERS
It is a critical issue because it takes a lot of effort for businesses to get new customers and keep them for a
long time. One of the reasons why ecommerce companies struggle to create client trust and loyalty is that,
unlike street-shopping, a seller and a buyer don't know each other and can't see each other when
conducting a transaction. Building client trust and loyalty takes a few transactions, time, and a lot of effort
on the part of the organisation.

OPTIMIZING LONG-TERM PROFITABILITY
Increased sales are one method to build a firm, but profitability is what matters most in the end. Online
merchants must always look for ways to reduce inventory costs, increase marketing efficiency, lower
overhead, lower delivery costs, and reduce order returns.

SELECTING THE BEST TECHNOLOGY AND PARTNERS
Some online merchants may suffer growth issues as a result of technology limitations or hiring the wrong
partners/agencies to assist them with project management. Retailers who wish to expand must start with
a solid technological basis. You'll need to pick the correct shopping cart, inventory management software,
email software, CRM systems, analytics, and more. Hiring the incorrect partners or organisations to assist
them with project implementation can potentially impede their growth. When it comes to working with
online shops, they must be very selective.

TOPSS MANAGEMENT PHILOSOPHY
TOPSS provides travellers with free and safe travel opportunities, and offers a variety of public relations
opportunities to local businesses. TOPSS’s philosophy is to benefit everyone who benefits from TOPSS and
to increase everyone's happiness Instant deposits in digital assets Deposits in the most popular digital assets
are credited to an account in 3 seconds.
Instant fixation to national assets - All supported digital assets can be recalculated to any fiat of your choice
and the exchange rate applied will be the best rate at the time of execution.
Secure and flexible architecture - The best practices aimed at steady improvement of security and capability
are being implemented.100% of customers' funds stored on cold wallets. A dedicated team monitors any
external activities. 99% uptime of processing service is guaranteed.
Channels - A simple deposit in digital assets that is not tied to a specific fiat amount and time.
The best use cases – I Gaming and other businesses without any specific deposit amount requirements.
Invoices - A deposit in digital assets tied to a specific fiat amount which needs to be settled in a short period
of time.
The best use cases - E-commerce, Subscriptions and other businesses with specific pricing requirements.
Plug & Pay - A deposit method in digital assets based on recurring and seamless top-ups with a single signin.

Reasons to adopt digital assets
To stay competitive in this fast-growing era and to reach end users who prefer using digital assets as a means
of payment. Saving up to 90% of transaction fees, No chargebacks and rolling reserves, Borderless and
instant transfers, the most growing financial tool.

Topss Medical Benefit- We are the one is giving the medical benefit because we care as we grow we
need to be the strongest one.
Blockchains are the building blocks of better healthcare
Rather than having multiple digital ledgers for the industry, better health care results require a single global
blockchain that massively scales, capable of efficiently handling high volumes of data to act as the single
source for information.

All through 2020 and already in 2021, we were inundated with healthcare headlines – endless analysis of
the pandemic and the response, gaudy statistics punctuated with insight into what could’ve been done
better – yet for all of this, little airtime has been afforded to the information infrastructure that underpins
the health services so many of us have relied on. And the reality is that for all of the progress and innovation
that has been on display throughout the healthcare sector, the data systems and information technology
that support it have largely failed to keep pace.
Contemporary healthcare information systems are exceptionally fragmented. While growing volumes of
personal healthcare data are being created by a plethora of sources – from physicians to pharmacies,
laboratories to hospitals, even our mobile phones and smart devices – the information remain, in almost
every case, isolated within data silos – segregated and inaccessible from outside the confines of closed and
proprietary systems. Not only is this inefficient, but it restricts the ability of a healthcare provider to operate
with the most complete set of patient information available in real-time in order to deliver optimal health
outcomes.
Blockchain technology – and more specifically – a single global blockchain, offers a solution – and healthcare
organizations are increasingly taking notice of its transformative potential.
A single global blockchain can serve as the basis for a universal global electronic health record, offering a
secure digital environment, capable of storing and managing patient information in a verifiable manner,
publicly accessible in real-time by anyone in the healthcare service provider chain (if authorized by the
patient). Each new item of information could be integrated to provide an up-to-date, comprehensive
picture of patient health, enabling physicians, pharmacies and other providers to provide better health care
guidance to patients. And by using the blockchain, we can iterate and innovate beyond the limitations of
existing systems by leveraging its unique features. The same protections applied to prevent the doublespending of digital currency could be used to prevent double-filling of pharmaceutical prescriptions, while
blockchain private keys could be implemented as a way to authenticate identity and validate insurance
coverage.
Whether patient data is stored directly on the blockchain (with privacy protections) or off-chain (and
managed through on-chain access rights), a blockchain-based system of electronic health records would
not only enable healthcare providers to take a holistic view of patient information and produce better
health outcomes; it would rebalance the information paradigm and put the ‘personal’ back in ‘personal
health’.
In a year in which medical jargon and population health figures have become a regular part of our every
day (socially distanced) discourse, it’s perhaps unsurprising that for many of us, the year has also brought
with it a heightened desire to impart more control over our personal healthcare.

Affiliate
The goal of the company is to build interest or attract customers to its crypto products. The affiliate may
be paid in fiat currency (such as dollars), or they may earn commissions in cryptocurrency. We're happy to
offer an industry leading affiliate program with 30% reserved for the same.
MARKETING
A challenging task will be to get enough traction by organizations. Our marketing budget will be used to
create awareness of the possibilities of our platform in first instance with business owners and CIO's, and
in second instance within the development community.
DEVELOPMENT
The main part of our budget will be allocated to development. Since software development requires mostly
labour of skilled employees this part of our budget will be used to pay our software developers and analysts.
DONATION
This budget is the 'donation fund'. This will be used for the affected community.
RESEARCH, LEARNING AND EDUCATION
When developing software, it is necessary to have servers available to run a development, test, and acceptance
and production environments and make out space for reward achievements

FUTURE VISION
Our vision is an open-source platform for the community, that runs decentralized and which is developed,
maintained and governed by the community. Its mission is to boost open-source development and reward
contributors in a fair and transparent way.
BOUNTY PROGRAM
Funds will be distributed for Bounty programs to incentivize actions before the initial coin offering (ICO) by
developers and marketers. Bounty programs may be used to get feedback on the project's code from
external developers or to reward promoting the coin in media channels.

OPPORTUNITIES WITH TOPSS
As described before, TOPSS is a reference for developing innovative technologies, social engagement and
new business models, but what are the opportunities for the wider travel and how could they be applied?
There are two possible areas to consider: the implementation of token with eco means and
decentralization techniques as a way to improve the current way of working Currently TOPSS is thought to
be incorporated into areas such as travel, finance, tourism, Engagement, sustainability, , teamwork,
information management and operational design, considering the pleasure and strategic aspects, there is
even more where they may be useful.

Awareness:
It is possible to use tokens to promote learning and enhance knowledge inside an entity. By using TOPSS
to promote any sort of we can improve learning performance through learning, 25. They encourage a
'learning on the job' way, which (according to the Model 70/20/10 for Learning and Growth) is that we
study from making it ourselves most effectively. It's even possible to use games to boost Knowledge inside
an organization when introducing a new approach of work or a new way of working way of Thinking.

Change Management:
Inside companies, transition is very normal. It will be possible to inspire individuals to embrace and
promote new ways of functioning or thought by using sports. Once workers have been motivated to
become more aware of why a transition is required in the company, TOPSS will be used to secure and
maintain this change. Individuals can help individuals get their work done in a really empowering manner,
so they can make meaningful choices and decisions for them.

Process Efficiency:
TOPSS should be used to streamline operations and speed up systems. Option by assisting them makes
choices. By providing a smoother method efficiency will help companies achieve their market effectiveness.
Goals are more successful and workers are better able to master the Jobs of theirs. Even when planning a
new or more powerful process, this phase can be played out and described inside an organization.

Collaborative Work:
Collaboration is something that is paramount for many travel organizations. Using TOPSS, we can
collaborate better. By favouring help and knowledge sharing within businesses, we can stimulate
collaborative work among different divisions and even among different organizations.

KEEP MOVING FORWARD
TOPSS aim to create a universe for all the creators through the Revolution in Blockchain Era, in a
decentralized way. In the coming year, our team will develop a marketplace that will open doors for
collaborations, exclusivity, and profits towards the community. Buy, sell, dream, discover, and explore the
world of blockchain like never before with us the platform in the future will add more advanced features
to suit the advancements and growth. The use of no fungible tokens by individuals and businesses all over
the world is increasing at a rapid and exciting rate. Even as we live in a blockchain-enabled world,
developing Tron has arguably been complicated due to cost barriers, dysfunctional ecosystems, poor user
experience, and resource constraints. TOPSS's vision is to create a scalable token system that will make
creating, using, and trading tokens far more accessible, cost-effective, and faster, thereby significantly
increasing business and adoption. This would allow virtually any industry to use tokens, effectively
accessing trillions of dollars in currently highly leveraged and unique real-world and digital assets.

Mission & Vision
TOPSS focuses to assemble a superior and monetary future and a more steady currency to nations with
unsound monetary forms or monetary foundations with more applications, expanded straightforwardness
in systems, operations and processes.
 Mission - Our mission is to provide an effective, affordable, and accessible distributed ledger or
blockchain solution, helping both businesses and consumers protect their most valuable assets.
 Vision - Our vision is to establish blockchain innovation that will not only increase security, but also
benefit society. Making the world a little better – one asset at a time.

Whitepaper Version
This version and potential versions of the white paper can be updated at any time.
No rights can be extracted from the information given in this White Paper.
We are moving into future with the prospect of more engaging and innovative entertainment, increased
funding for education, training and service, more motivated workers and more competitive companies
with flatter organizational frameworks and modern business models.

CONNECT WITH US

Website link: https://topss.io
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/Topss-103635352236790
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/topss_official/?hl=en
LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/topss-topss-5564b2230/
Reddit: https://www.reddit.com/user/Topss_official
Medium: https://medium.com/@topss2022
YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCr7fyzjwzJPFymTKnu9mDng
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